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The Impact of Conti Ransomware on a Modern 

Virtualized Environment 
 

Alessandro Gentili  

Student ID x19176546  
 

Abstract 

The recent attack on the Irish Health Service Executive (H.S.E.) system by the Conti 

ransomware has underlined the danger of this kind of threat in the international 

panorama. Unfortunately, technical knowledge about the Conti ransomware and the 

overall understanding of how this group operates is still in part unknown. As such, there 

is an opportunity to increase knowledge in this area, especially from an academic point 

of view. In order to study the Conti ransomware safely, one main requirement is to have 

the virtual laboratory as secure as possible. Therefore, it has been designed with all CIA 

principles. In addition, the researcher can benefit from the VPN and the Tor network to 

achieve anonymity, hidden geolocation, and data encryption. The overall implementation 

uses virtualization technology and automation. The experiments have been performed 

with static and dynamic analysis to check both source code and behavioral aspects. The 

findings show that the virtual lab is safe for experimenting without fear of being tracked 

back. The results also show that the impact of the Conti ransomware varies if this is 

carried out online or offline. In addition, a minimum layer of security can stop 

Ransomware from spreading through the network. Other researchers can reuse the 

proposed architecture and the conclusions to study the impact of the Conti ransomware 

and its variants for future experiments. 

Keywords: Conti ransomware, Virtualized Environment 

 

1 Introduction 

"What is the impact of the recent Conti Ransomware attack on a Modern Virtualized 

Environment?" is the research question of this paper that falls within the Cybersecurity realm 

and, more specifically, in the malware analysis area. The word malware means "malicious 

software," a program written by a developer to damage one or all the CIA (Confidentiality, 

Integrity, Availability) aspects of a particular computer system/network.  

Ransomware is malware that blocks access to specific data residing on an IT system. It 

demands the data owner for a ransom, usually in non-traceable cryptocurrencies, to reinstate 

user access to the data. Ransomware [1] consists of two subcategories, lockers and crypto. 

Lockers restrict the entry to the victim's data by locking the system. Crypto ransomware 

restricts entrance to the victim's data by encrypting it. It uses the latest state-of-the-art 

cryptographic algorithms by "creating insecurity by using security." 

The latest state-of-the-art cryptographic algorithms are tough to decrypt, primarily if long 

passwords or passphrases are used. The use of encryption makes crypto-ransomware attacks 
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extremely harmful, dangerous, and without a "cure" when they are successfully delivered. 

The best-known solution is to have an offline verified backup [2] of the data secured in an 

external physical location. Unfortunately, this is not always possible in modern environments 

where high availability is required, so prevention remains the best option to counter this 

threat. A modern Information Technology infrastructure environment nowadays often 

employs massive virtualization to reduce costs, optimize resources, provide business 

continuity, and enhance cybersecurity. Virtualization is achieved by creating an abstract layer 

on top of the hardware layer. It involves having multiple virtual servers on top of a single 

physical server. The de-facto standard used in most installations for modern virtualized 

environments consists of three main components: computational servers, networking devices, 

and storage area networks. 

Computational servers are attained by using the Hypervisor. This core component enables 

virtualization, which can be either software (type 2) or an operating system (type 1 and the 

most common in the enterprise world). In order to keep simplicity in this research paper, 

containerization and nested virtualization will be included under the same term: 

virtualization. Furthermore, the Hypervisor layer is typically believed to be immune to 

viruses; however, recent techniques of virtual machine escape must be considered either in a 

virtual environment or in the virtual lab where this experiment is conducted. 

The most common virtualized environment setup used by a company "in production" (to 

operate its core business) tends to be composed of a mixture of Windows and Linux 

operating systems. The first is often used for Active Directory services directly related to 

Windows clients, and the second is to deliver LAN services such as DNS, FTP, NAS, VPN, 

and WEB services. For this reason, it is not surprising that the main target of Conti 

ransomware is the Windows Operating system. Therefore, the virtual experiment will include 

client and server, both Windows and Linux virtual machines, to avoid excluding potential 

Conti Ransomware evolutions. 

As detailed in the SonicWall cyber threat report, ransomware attacks increased by 105% in 

20221 to total 622.3 million incidents worldwide. Two reasons explain this considerable 

growth. One reason is the availability of Ransomware as a Service (RaaS) on the dark web 

[3], allowing technical and non-technical people to buy an attack and seek out multiple 

targets. 

 
 
1https://www.infopoint-security.de/media/2022-sonicwall-cyber-threat-report.pdf 
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Figure 1 NIST CVSS Severity Distribution over time2 

Another reason is the massive increase of vulnerabilities, with more than 20,000 in 2021 

alone, as shown in the diagram above provided by NIST. These new vulnerabilities allow the 

refurbishing of old Ransomware. For instance, old Ransomware [4] using the EternalBlue 

vulnerability is considered obsolete because it can have its code changed to exploit the recent 

Log4j vulnerability to become very dangerous again. 

The Conti ransomware, the subject of this research paper, utilizes multiple ways to breach 

an IT infrastructure3, including known and zero-day vulnerabilities, 'spearphishing' 

campaigns, weak RDP sessions, phone calls, and fake software. The Conti Group, an 

international group with headquarters believed to be located in Saint Petersburg (Russia), 

developed the Conti ransomware. 

In conclusion, this research paper aims to fill the knowledge gap in the current academic 

literature about the Conti ransomware by studying its interaction with an IT infrastructure, 

reverse-engineering the code, and looking for a kill switch and other relevant content in the 

source code. The data is collected by experimenting in a virtual laboratory ad-hoc designed 

and tailored to be as anonymous and secure as possible. The main goal of this study is to 

provide other academic researchers with a secure lab to conduct experiments and more 

information about the Conti ransomware to develop tools to stop this severe threat. 

 
 
2 https://nvd.nist.gov/general/visualizations/vulnerability-visualizations/cvss-severity-distribution-over-time 
3 https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/alerts/aa21-265a 
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2 Related Work 

2.1 Introduction 

The academic literature about the Conti ransomware should be more extensive, considering 

the amount of damage it caused during 2021 and 2022. The total ransomware cost in losses 

reached $20 billion4 US dollars in 2022 and is estimated to grow to $265 billion by 2031. 

Thus, it is not surprising that the cybersecurity industry focuses mainly on this threat, with 

thousands of new web articles regularly written globally. However, there is a lack of 

academic papers about Conti. 

In paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3, academic papers published concerning the Conti ransomware are 

compared and contrasted with the emphasis on the background and entry point aspects. Next, 

paragraphs 2.4 and 2.5 focus on literature related to the "target" of the Conti ransomware, the 

virtual environment, and the best experimental design for the virtual lab. Finally, paragraphs 

2.6 - 2.9 critically assess the literature about "how" to test and the existing studies. 

2.2 Conti ransomware background 

According to the website Cloudwards, the "debut" of the Conti ransomware into the 

malware scene was around 20205 when it was provided as RaaS [3] on the dark web by an 

international group, most likely Russian mother tongue. The tactics used by the ransomware 

group consists of two stages. The first one is where the Ransomware is loaded through an 

entry point into the victim's network/system, usually via spam emails that trick the victim 

into installing the Cobalt Strike Beacon penetration testing tool (in this case, it is used as a 

trojan horse). Next, access is persisted using remote connection agents (e.g., Anydesk), 

allowing the second stage to occur, which is represented by the execution of the malware 

itself. 

The Computer Fraud and Security article [5] underlines that the Conti Group is specialized 

in targeting organizations that offer emergency and critical services to centralize their 

enterprise around business continuity, such as healthcare. The Conti ransomware actors have 

also developed a sophisticated technique to remove backups of the victim (especially Veeam, 

one of the leaders in the backup software market), increasing the restoring time or blocking it 

completely. The Conti ransomware, even if still very "young," is already deemed one of the 

most severe malware on the internet that does not leave any opportunity to recover data. 

 
 
4 https://www.cloudwards.net/ransomware-statistics/ 
5 https://cyware.com/research-and-analysis/a-detailed-look-into-conti-ransomwares-tactics-5dd5 
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2.3 Conti initial access 

The initial access of Conti Ransomware can leverage everything available to gather access 

to the organization's internal network. Three phases of the Cyber Kill chain have been 

identified by Mirza, Brown, Halling, Shand, and Alam [6]: Reconnaissance, Weaponization, 

and Delivery. Conti uses vulnerabilities to exploit the target that can comprehend recent, old, 

and even zero-day vulnerabilities in addition to all other classical methods such as spam, 

social engineering, and phishing. 

Keshavarzi & Ghaffary's research paper [7] outlines that there is a lack of information about 

Ransomware and that it should be treated as a separate category from all the other malware. 

A public database should be created with all the ransomware signatures to take advantage of 

artificial intelligence and deep learning tools. A potential work claimed by this analysis is the 

need for more information about the installation phase of Ransomware. This present research 

study can be seen as a complement to this future research section. 

In the academic literature, the Cyber Kill Chain is generic and not tailored explicitly for 

Ransomware, so here there is an opportunity to modify it or create a different one to make it 

more suitable for studying Ransomware. For example, the Conti ransomware combines 

multiple top threats [8] altogether (malware, web-based attacks, phishing, denial of service, 

spam, botnets structure, data breach, insider threat, physical damages and loss, information 

leakage). Therefore, identifying the Conti ransomware in an early stage of the Kill Chain can 

make a difference in preventing the infection. 

2.4 Virtualized environments and Conti threat 

A virtualized environment [9] on-premises or on the Cloud [10] represents the typical IT 

infrastructure used by most organizations to provide internal and external services. The 

ability to deliver a hybrid environment of different operating systems (Windows, Linux) 

explains the global adoption of this model. A virtualized environment's other essential 

features are redundancy and hardware resource optimization, enabling security and cost 

reduction. For Compastié, Badonnel, Festor, and He [11], in a virtual environment, security is 

vital to deliver business continuity and avoid downtime that would cost a massive amount of 

money and credibility that will affect the company's reputation and stock market valucations. 

Technically this is achieved by adding a further layer of abstraction on top of the traditional 

physical and operating system layers. A Hypervisor type 1 is an operating system that allows 

other operating systems (virtual machines) to run on top of the same hardware, sharing and 

optimizing resources. Multiple Hypervisors can be joined together to form a cluster that is 
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connected through a dedicated data switch to the same storage resource, typically a SAN 

(Storage Area Network). In this scenario, all connections and resources are redundant. 

Moreover, in case of a hardware or software failure, a virtual machine providing a service can 

be migrated, even live, from one Hypervisor to another. This setup ensures business 

continuity, and it is the main reason why most companies adopt it. The business continuity 

and the data represent the targets of the Conti ransomware to demand a ransom from the 

victim. This Ransomware has been designed to spread across a virtualized environment 

through all its network components. In the academic literature, attempts have been made by 

Arabo, Dijoux, Poulain, and Chevalier about behavioral analysis [12]. However, the fact that 

the system has to be exposed to a risk, even for just five seconds, before the malware is 

detected, might not be an appropriate option for a company. 

 

Figure 2 Conceptual Diagram - Virtualized Environment and Conti threats 

As found by the senior security research engineer Radu Emanuel Chiscariu, the Conti 

ransomware uses the NtDelayExecution6 windows native API to avoid running in a Virtual 

Machine or a Sandbox. For the successful study of the Conti ransomware, a behavioral-based 

approach [13] should be taken. However, the implementation could be very complex, 

employing even an SDN system [14]. Therefore, the challenge of designing a virtual lab has 

 
 
6https://blogs.keysight.com/blogs/tech/nwvs.entry.html/2021/09/29/conti_ransomwarebehaviorandtechniques-

cImV.html 
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also been taken into consideration as part of this project since there is the opportunity to 

architect it to be more anonymous and secure. 

2.5 Virtual lab design for ransomware analysis 

Virtualization technology can be beneficial in creating a virtual environment to study the 

malware impact because it can be designed to be secure and reproduce the same type of 

environments that are usually the target of the Conti ransomware. For example, in his study 

[15], Nasir Alsagoff proposed a safe solution based on the Acronis True Image software, 

making a bootable rescue disk (read-only). However, this is more suitable for production than 

a virtual laboratory because it requires a massive effort from the infrastructure administration. 

The typical steps7 to building a malware analysis laboratory[16] usually consist of: Resource 

allocation, software, and hardware; Isolation of the lab from the production environment; The 

tools for analysis (behavioral-dynamic, code-static, and automated); Install the nested 

network infrastructure, including targets and attack vectors. It is important to underline that 

enhanced anonymity is essential in the study of Ransomware as the researcher can be 

exposed to retaliation8 by the Conti group. To implement anonymity at a sufficient level is 

possible to use an approach that combines virtualization, a proxy server, a VPN server, and 

the Tor [17] network. This design will ensure the network traffic is encrypted and the service 

provider's real IP is hidden. However, there is an opportunity to implement it locally in the 

lab so that the servers are hosted internally without disclosing logs. 

2.6 Impact analysis approach: static and dynamic 

In his research paper [18], Mohammad examines the different methods used to study 

Ransomware. He concludes that all these malware are so complex that finding a unique 

methodology is impossible. Still, it is advisable to find the best for each specific 

ransomware/variant each time. This assumption enforces the research question to find a 

better-tailored approach to analyze the impact of the Conti ransomware. In the thesis 

"Ransomware analysis based on the surface, runtime and static code method" [19], Usman, 

Prayudi, and Riadi, have compared the different analysis methods. The static analysis is the 

approach that can be performed without running Ransomware. This methodology can reveal 

valuable information such as kill switches and firewall countermeasures. In this research 

 
 
7 https://zeltser.com/build-malware-analysis-toolkit/#next-steps 
8 https://www.cnet.com/news/politics/conti-ransomware-group-warns-retaliation-if-west-launches-cyberattack-

on-russia/ 
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project, the static method is the one that is prioritized due to its "a-priori" intrinsic nature. On 

the other hand, the dynamic analysis of Ransomware, such as the one made for the 

WannaCry [20] by Kao and Hsiao study, suggests the proper tools be used to assess the 

process, registry, file system, and network activities. More specifically, regarding network 

traffic analysis, the article "Ransomware Network Traffic Analysis for Pre-encryption Alert" 

[21] by Moussaileb, Cuppens, Lanet, and Le Bouder states that most Ransomware have the 

same behavior. However, the dynamic analysis's limitation is that it is only suitable for lab 

activity but is not helpful as a prevention system because the network has already been 

infected. 

2.7 Existing impact studies about Conti ransomware  

The recent study "Analysis of Conti Ransomware Attack on Computer Network with Live 

Forensic Method" [22] shows that the Conti ransomware can spread through a network 

without connection to the C2 server (command and control). The research uses a live forensic 

methodology and canonical static and dynamic tools, identifying four key stages: 

preservation, collection, examination, and analysis. However, live forensic is a post-incident 

approach unsuitable for high availability scenarios, even where the threat is executed for just 

a few seconds. Other non-academic studies such as "Conti unpacked: understanding 

ransomware development as a response to detection – a detailed technical analysis"9 and 

"Conti Ransomware - How it Works and 4 Ways to Protect Yourself"10 show the rapid 

evolution of the Conti ransomware. Here there is the opportunity to augment this knowledge 

by researching the latest Conti variants that leverage the Log4j and Spring4Shell 

vulnerabilities. 

2.8 Conclusion 

The Conti malware academic literature is underdeveloped because this threat is still 

relatively recent. The high obfuscation effort made by the Conti group has hidden valuable 

information from researchers. Furthermore, the ability of the Conti ransomware to change 

and evolve into multiple variants leveraging new vulnerabilities such the Log4j and the 

Spring4Shell has made the research landscape vast and complex. There is an excellent 

opportunity to fill the gap in this research project by doing a substantial study of the Conti 

ransomware and its interaction with a modern virtual environment. 

 
 
9 https://assets.sentinelone.com/sentinellabs/conti-ransomware-unpacked 
10 https://www.datto.com/blog/conti-ransomware-how-it-works-and-4-ways-to-protect-yourself 
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3 Research Methodology 

This research has been conducted after an extensive literature review on primary academic 

resources such as IEEE, Springer, ACM, ScienceDirect, and Google Scholar. The approach 

followed in the research is the empirical one, where an experiment is performed to produce 

specific evidence. This evidence, in this case, the impact as the consequence of the Conti 

malware infection, is subsequently analysed. Finally, the analysis shows the effects of 

Ransomware on the virtual environment, designed to re-create a real production environment. 

The research methodology follows a scientific process to generate the required data through 

appropriate tools that will be underlined in  subsequent paragraphs. This process aims to 

produce tangible scientific results that can be useful for future academic research. The overall 

process aims to develop correct technical countermeasures and ways to predict malware 

infection. Increasing the overall knowledge and awareness about the Conti ransomware 

makes production environments more secure. In this research project a lab architecture has 

been proposed to recreate a realistic virtual environment maintaining security and anonymity 

for the researcher. The aim is to study the Conti ransomware impact by simulating the 

infection. The process observed for the creation of this project is composed of the following 

steps: the literature review, the design of the virtual lab, the implementation of the virtual lab, 

including the download of the Conti sample, the experiment (infection of the Conti virus), the 

data collection (through static, dynamic, and forensic tools), the analysis of the data and its 

report. 

 

Figure 3 Methodology for the Proposed System 

This methodology follows a waterfall11 approach where each stage is completed fully before 

moving to the next stage. During and at the end of the literature review, the requirements and 

the analysis have been conducted around the Conti interaction with a modern virtual 

environment. The virtual environment design represents the next stage, where the system's 

inception with all the required logical components is created. Finally, the environment 

implementation includes all the details about the system's final configuration, including 

 
 
11 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waterfall_model 
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downloading the Conti ransomware sample (for all the steps required during the 

configuration and entire process, please consult the separate Configuration Manual file). The 

experiment stage assesses the interaction between the Conti ransomware and the proposed 

system tailored to be as realistic as possible and at the same time safe for the researcher. First, 

the data collection is performed using appropriate tools listed in paragraph 3.2 for the static, 

dynamic, and forensic [23] analysis. Once collected, the data is analysed and evaluated against 

the research question (paragraph 3.1) to see if the hypothesis is verified or not. 

3.1 Research Objectives 

The research objectives are obtained from the research question and subquestions: "What is 

the impact of the recent Conti Ransomware attack on a Modern Virtualized Environment?" 

and the other sub-questions: "Does the Conti ransomware contain a kill-switch in its source 

code?", "What is the best virtual environment to test the Conti ransomware, to be as realistic 

as possible and at the same time secure and anonymous?". 

Research objectives: 

• Implement a virtual lab to re-create a realistic architecture to study the Conti 

ransomware that is at the same time safe and anonymous for the researcher 

• Study the interaction of the Conti ransomware with a modern virtual environment 

• Scan the Conti ransomware source code to find evidence of hidden 

mechanisms/functions 

3.2 Data and Tools 

The data is collected during the experiment by reverse-engineering the source code of the 

Conti ransomware, recording the changes in the processes, registers, and volatile and 

persistent memory with dynamic and forensic tools. Static malware analysis is the most 

secure way to gather data because it works without the need to run the malware itself. A 

disassembler tool is used to reverse engineer the compiled code. Dynamic analysis or 

behavioral analysis is used to study the Conti ransomware when running. It is performed with 

a debugger that runs each instruction in sequence. The information is collected with the tools 

that record the changes made by the Conti ransomware to the underlying Operating system. 

The data is also collected by intercepting the network traffic when it is in clear text and not 

yet encrypted to facilitate the analysis process. The network tool used is Wireshark. Other 

useful tools in this research are the forensic tools used post-incident and virtualisation 

features such as snapshots to revert quickly to a safe configuration. 
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4 Design Specification 

4.1 Requirements 

The functional and non-functional requirements addressed in the literature review: 

• Study the impact of Conti ransomware 

• Security Lab for the researcher (Conti group threat) and Hypervisor 

• Hardware capable of virtualization 

• Re-create a virtual environment as close to reality to minimize malware recognition 

of sandbox/VM. 

4.2 Proposed Architecture  
 

 

Figure 4 Proposed Architecture 

The proposed architecture satisfies the above requirements and the security concerns raised 

in the literature review for the virtual lab. First, the network and the systems are fully 

physically isolated from other networks, so there is no risk of infecting any 

home/organization device. 
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The internet connection is provided by a mobile device, an Android smartphone, through 

the ethernet switch to the physical Linux workstation. This host system contains a type 2 

Hypervisor capable of virtualizing systems and networks. The network is segmented into 

different subnets interconnected with Linux gateways. These machines act as routers, sending 

and receiving packets, and firewalls to have control of the network traffic. Furthermore, each 

machine can be shut down to isolate the virtual lab part of interest. 

A VPN/Tor VM is connected to the physical machine through a NAT (Network Address 

Translation) that does not allow potential attackers to browse the internal resources of the lab 

from the outside. The physical machine is detached from the virtual NIC card participating in 

the NAT itself. A Linux gateway VM will create a VPN connection with the VPN/Tor VM 

automatically routed to the underlying subnet2 and shared through a DHCP server to Linux 

Workstation. The Linux workstation is used to download the ransomware sample and 

intercept the traffic between itself and the test virtual machines populating subnet3 because 

the traffic is purposely in clear text to facilitate analysis. The test virtual machines are all 

Microsoft Windows [24] because the Conti ransomware is a malware that affects these 

operating systems (the recent VMware ESXi Linux variant has not been considered). In 

addition, a Linux virtual NAS VM is used to share findings and screenshots. 

4.3 Security and Anonymity 

The security and anonymity aspects of the virtual lab are of fundamental importance for the 

experiment. It enables a researcher to analyse the ransomware sample minimising the risk of 

device infection and personal exposure.  

• Network isolation: All the setup is built with dedicated hardware and logically 

separated through subnetting and internal routing. This segmentation easily enables 

blocking and segregating resources from the internal to the external and vice versa. 

• Network entry point: The network connection is made with a cellular phone so that a 

mobile IP address would be shared in the worst-case scenario, using wired tethering 

and an ethernet adapter (DHCP server-client) 

• Non-vulnerable OS: As the Conti ransomware is a malware that affects the MS 

Windows OS, all the systems that compose the virtual lab environment are Linux-

based, both physical and virtual (Except of course for the Test VMs). 

• Anonymity: a VPN is used to encrypt the system traffic, Tor network to hide the real 

IP, and Proxy to transparently redirect traffic without knowledge of the upper line 

layer by the machine where the sample is downloaded, executed, and analysed. 
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5 Implementation 

5.1 Software 

Hypervisor (type 2) VMware Workstation 16 Pro (Linux vers.)  

Table 1 - Software 

5.2 Hardware 

Platform Intel NUC 

CPU i5 (8 threads) 

RAM 64 GB. 

Drives 1TB NVME SSD + 1TB SATA SSD 

Network  1Gbit ethernet adapter 

Mobile Device  Samsung Note 10 Lite  

Network Adapter USB-C Ethernet Adapter 

Table 2 - Hardware 

5.3 Deployment 

For the implementation of the lab, all the nodes, both physical and virtual, have been 

installed with Ubuntu Linux 18.04 LTS (long-term support) because Conti is Ransomware 

that affects Microsoft Windows OS. Therefore, even in the worst-case scenario of a leak, it 

would not affect the operational layer and block any malware propagation. The Ubuntu 

Physical machine runs the software VMware Workstation 16 (Hypervisor type 2), purposely 

chosen for its ability to create virtual networks (up to 20). The JanusVM12 is the most 

external virtual machine of the lab. Its external VNIC (virtual network card) is connected to 

the internet through the NAT (subnet 172.16.247.0/24) of the Ubuntu 18.04 physical 

machine. 

The NAT ensures from a security perspective that it can not be browseable from the outside 

(physical machines network layer). The internal VNIC instead is the subnet 192.168.10.0/24 

shared only with the Ubuntu Linux Gateway VM. The JanusVM provides a VPN and Tor 

server. The Ubuntu Linux Gateway V.M. is a client for the JanusVM on its external VNIC 

 
 
12 https://blog.malwarebytes.com/threat-analysis/2012/04/anonymizing-traffic-for-your-vm-and-capturing-

traffic/ 
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and a firewall/router in its internal VNIC subnet 192.168.20.0/24. So all the VMs that will 

automatically obtain an IP address from the DHCP server of the Ubuntu Linux Gateway will 

be connected transparently with VPN encrypted traffic to the Tor network without any 

knowledge of the underlying network infrastructure. 

Remnux Linux, a specific Ubuntu 18.04 VM with added tools for malware analysis, is the 

client of the Ubuntu Linux Gateway VM and is connected with its internal VNIC, subnet 

192.168.30.0/24, to the test VMs. These VMs have Microsoft Windows Operating Systems 

installed to reproduce a modern virtual environment and study the impact of the Conti 

ransomware. The OpenMediaVault Linux is a NAS (Network-Attached Storage) to facilitate 

data sharing (screenshots, data sharing, and malware samples) in the test VMs subnet. 

 

 

Figure 5 Implemented Architecture 

5.3.1 Model implemented features 

The implemented architecture has the flexibility of isolating each node of the chain by 

shutting down the systems that are no longer needed. For example, to block any connectivity 

with the "outside world" it is sufficient to power off the JanusVM, Ubuntu Linux Gateway, or 
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both. Another good feature of this implementation is that on all the subnet3, the traffic is not 

yet encrypted with the VPN so this facilitates traffic capture and analysis. At the same time, 

the researcher can be safe because the traffic going external is automatically encrypted and 

anonymized with the Tor network when it reaches subnet1 and subnet2. 

5.4 Tools 

5.4.1 Static analysis tools 

Identifiers: PeID, PeSudio, Olly. Debuggers: Ida Pro. Disassemblers: Ghidra. 

5.4.2 Dynamic analysis tools 

Network emulators: FakeNet-NG. Network analyzers: Wireshark. 

5.4.3 Conti Sample 

The sample has been downloaded from the website MalwareBazaar13 dated 2021-05-26 the 

same period when the Conti virus was used to attack the Irish H.S.E. (Health Service 

Executive).  

 

Figure 6 – Conti Sample Entropy 

The entropy value found with the utility Detects It Easy is 80%, indicating a high probability 

that the sample is not packed. The file has been renamed conti.exe to efficiently locate it 

during experiments and analysis.  

Hash SHA256 58ca4e482db7cf5c924256e53d8516d422e76cf4b85b43dc2b9ba0c7cb471ff7 

verified (more details in the configuration manual). 

 

 

 
 
13 https://bazaar.abuse.ch/ 
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6 Evaluation 

6.1 Experiment 1 - Virtual Lab Security Testing 

The network capture shows encrypted packets and IP 185.220.100.255 Latitude 49.5985 

Longitude 10.997 Country Germany instead of Ireland's actual location. The real IP is 

replaced by the one acquired when joining the Tor network. The Onion router is a network of 

nested routers where the connection bounces from one node to another with encrypted 

communications that do not track activities in their logs. This technology can be used for 

malevolente purposes (dark web) or security reasons like in this project.  

Lab VM Ip 

VPN tunnel 

 

Ip location 

website url  

Encrypted packets 

captured   

Hidden Ip of VM 

transparently 

joined Tor.  
 

Table 3 – Virtual Lab Security Testing and Findings 

Evidence shows that precise information is not disclosed, the underlying virtualization layer 

is fully transparent, and the traffic from the Linux Gateway to the external is not sent in clear 

text. These features secure the research activities when studying the communication between 

the Conti ransomware and the CNC server. 

6.2 Experiment 2 - Static Analysis 

6.2.1 Kill Switches 

A kill switch is essentially a sort of "if" statement in the malware source that, if a condition 

is met, it would not trigger an action; otherwise, it will stop. Furthermore, a kill switch can be 

used by a hacker as an anti-sandbox mechanism or as a private function to terminate malware 

operations and erase logs and the virus itself. For instance, in regards to the Wannacry 
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Ransomware, the encryption process started if a specific internet domain was unavailable. 

This experiment looked at the Conti source code for evidence of kill switches. 

The "pestr" command utility in Remnux Linux workstation run against the sample conti.exe 

has not shown any string related to a potential domain address that could be used as a kill 

switch for the Ransomware. 

#  pestr conti.exe | grep -ie “http” -ie “www” > killswitchcheck.txt  

 Figure 7 – Killswitch code snippet 

6.2.2 Encryption Mechanism 

The sample conti.exe has been analyzed with the disassembler Ida to check the source code 

for functions/APIs used during the encryption process. In the imports, the function 

__imp_IsProcessorFeaturePresent is used to determine whether or not the CPU has AES 

dedicated instructions. In this second case, the algorithm ChaCha20 [25] will be used in place 

of AES for the encryption. The reason is that ChaCha2014 generally can run on any 32-bit 

CPU faster than AES, making it more suitable for blind attacks. 

 

Figure 8 – Ida Pro Imports detail 

6.3 Experiment 3 - Dynamic Analysis 

6.3.1 Offline vs. Online Execution 

Conti has been executed offline, the virtual machine wholly isolated from the external, and 

online, the virtual machine connected to the internet through the designed architecture. 

Results have shown that the encryption process is accomplished in both scenarios; however, 

in the offline one, the message is false (that the Conti hacker group claims to own the victim's 

data). This is not true because there is no interaction between the offline virtual machine and 

the Conti group CNC server.  

The Conti ransomware scans the local network using the Windows API GetIpNetTable and 

starts ARP requests to all the potential IP addresses inside the subnet. It has a multi-thread 

option with the parameter -m that will enable running up to 32 parallel processes to perform 

all the malicious operations quicker. Conti will attempt to spread throught all the networks as 

it is possible to see in the network capture attached zip file. 

 
 
14 https://blogs.vmware.com/security/2020/07/tau-threat-discovery-conti-ransomware.html 
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6.3.2 Open Shares vs. Protected Shares 

Conti executed with the -all parameters will attempt to propagate over the network, 

checking the configuration in use and pinging all the devices within the same subnet. 

Once a suitable target is found, it will connect and request to scan folders and subfolders to 

encrypt all the data. Each folder will leave a copy of the readme.txt file with ransom 

instructions. 

 

Figure 9 -Function used to write the encrypted file 

 

The results show that the Ransomware has encrypted the open share in the OpenMediaVault 

server with reading and write rights.  

 

 

 

Figure 10 – Network Capture of Conti File Encryption on an open share 

 

Instead, the SMB file share on the Windows Server has not been encrypted. From the 

network, capture is possible to see that attempts have been made; however, that malware 

doesn’t have the capability to exploit vulnerabilities or make brute force/dictionary attacks. 

This result clearly shows that the Conti ransomware needs a human component to be 

effective and dangerous, otherwise, it will only be able to perform simple attacks that are 

easily stoppable by implementing a minimum layer of security. 

 

 

 

Figure 10 – Network Capture of Conti File Encryption on a protected share 
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6.4 Discussion 

The findings show that the implementation of the virtual lab has been successful. The 

researcher can conduct his experiments without the fear of being tracked because the IP 

address and the network packets are protected. The analysis of the source code has not 

revealed any kill switch mechanism. The Conti group most likely wanted to reduce the 

probability of stopping the Ransomware and avoid what happened with the Ransomware 

Wannacry. Regarding the encryption mechanism has been observed that a function checks if 

the CPU has AES features. Otherwise the Chacha8 algorithm will be utilize because it is 

more general purpose and will work faster on any CPU architecture. The dynamic analysis 

shows that running the Conti in an offline environment reduces its capabilities, and the 

readme.txt claims to own the user data when it is actually not true. Conti can spread inside 

the network but, without human supervision, can not leverage exploits to gain access to third 

resources. Findings also underline that implementing minimum security, such as simple 

authentication to a network share, prevents Conti from encrypting the victim's data. 

7 Conclusion and Future Work 

In conclusion, the Conti ransomware represents one of the most dangerous pieces of 

malware that has targeted many big companies and governments, such as the HSE (Irish 

Health Service Executive) in recent times. The Conti gang is an international criminal 

organisation composed of multiple dangerous skilled members - thus having a safe 

environment to study the malware is of vital importance for the researcher himself and to 

study the state of art ransomware behaviour. The aim of this research was to increase the 

overall knowledge about Conti ransomware and its impact on a virtualized environment. This 

research proposes a secure architecture that allows the researcher to study safely the Conti 

ransomware by implementing the CIA principles. Furthermore, the malware analyst can 

focus his efforts on the ransomware itself because confidentiality is provided automatically 

by the virtual lab (VPN and Tor network).  

To the best of my knowledge, I did not find evidence of kill switches inside the Conti 

ransomware code during this project. Mainly for two reasons; the first is that the authors 

wanted to maximise the threat danger, and secondly, being interactive (Conti accepts console 

parameters for its execution) the authors want to target specific files from another 

compromised PC used as a pivot. Offline backups are the best way of remediation against 

ransomware, so the Conti group targets environments where business continuity is vital such 

as healthcare, and restoration time is not an option. Results show that without a human 20 
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component, the malware can be stopped by enforcement of a simple and minimum layer of 

security like authentication.  

Future researchers can benefit from this project to study all the ransomware features in more 

depth. Given a higher level of time and resources, I would have liked to explore more. This 

work can be improved by enhancing the number of experiments with several target virtual 

machines. Future research could utilize a more agile approach rather than a waterfall 

methodology to allow more flexibility in adapting the process methodology during the 

experiment. This research and the proposed architecture can be extended for future work to 

study Conti variants and other ransomware. This project infrastructure could also be 

potentially implemented in a cloud version by simply porting the virtual machines in AWS, 

Azure, or similar environments. 
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